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Minutes of the meeting of the Academic Policy and Planning Committee held on 9th January 2003, from 3:00 to
5:00 p.m.  in Room 609, James (Administration) Building.

Present: l. Vinet (Chair), J. Bilec, C. Bushnell, E. Cooper, M. Crago, G. Demopoulos,
Ph. Depalle, J. Galbraith, M. Graham, F. Groen, W. Hendershot, H. Knox, A. Lau,
H.G. Leighton, P. Martineau, N. Peters, L. Proulx, F. Sagel, H.M.C. Richard (Secretary
to the Committee)

Regrets: A.C. Masi, G. Philie
Guests: M. Mendelson (item 7)

Documents circulated at the meeting:
-  02-APPC-12-24b Discussion document – Graduate Student Funding Recommendations for Discussion
- 02-APPC-01-34 English translation of CSP recommendations relating to Literary Studies, Modern

Languages and Literatures, and Ancient Studies

Professor John E. Zucchi, Department of History, was welcomed as a new member of the Committee.

08.01 Proposed agenda  

Approved.

08.02 Minutes of meeting held on December 5, 2002

Adopted, with removal of Dean Crago and Professor Demopoulos from the list of members present.

08.03 Report on Senate meeting on December 4, 2002 re. 345th APPC Report to Senate

It was reported that Senate had approved all new teaching programs submitted by APPC.   
[Note: A correction was made to the degree terminology in the text of the motion relating to the new
programs in Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy.   Instead of “B.Sc. in Physical Therapy; non-
practicing” and “B.Sc. in Occupational Therapy; non-practicing”, as approved by APPC, and following
an objection by the Faculty of Science that “only it can offer B.Sc. programs, although other faculties
and schools may offer B.Sc. (X) programs”, the new undergraduate programs were approved by Senate
bearing the following degree titles: “B. Sc. (Physical Therapy); non practicing” and “B. Sc.
(Occupational Therapy); non-practicing”.]

08.04     Business arising  

a) from meeting on September 4, 2002  re. McGill Centre for Research on Pain

It was reported that the revised proposal for the McGill Centre for Research on Pain has been included in
APPC’s 346th Report to Senate for consideration and will be presented to Senate for approval on January
15, 2003.

b) from meeting on  October 10, 2002 re. MAUT’s discussion on December 11, 2002 of the proposed
Policy on Ethical Conduct of Research

It was reported that the proposed Policy on Ethical Conduct of Research which APPC approved for
submission to Senate on October 10, 2002 was submitted to MAUT for consultation before it could go to
Senate.   It was presented to the MAUT Council at its meeting on December 11.  Vice-Principal (Research)
Louise Proulx, Professor Mark Baldwin and Ms Lynda McNeil were present to clarify and defend the
document.  As reported by the President of MAUT, “While there was a general sentiment that this was a
well prepared document, several points of concern were raised.  MAUT Council also would like to see
wider dissemination of the document for input from a larger set of concerned researchers and lower level
academic administrators (such as Chairs).”  MAUT Council agreed to set up a small committee consisting
of Professor Mark Baldwin, Ms Lynda McNeil (on behalf of the Vice-Principal Research), and Professors
Bernard Robaire and Lydia White (representing MAUT).  This committee will prepare a fine-tuned
document which will be put on the web by mid-January and circulated to all department Chairs and unit
directors.  MAUT Council will consider the document again at its meeting on January 22 or February 19
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in order for the policy to be presented to Senate in March.  It was agreed that the document should also
be circulated to APPC in February and that in future MAUT should be consulted routinely and at
an earlier stage on policy proposals affecting academic staff.

b)    from meeting on November 21, 2002
Graduate Admissions, Retention, and Funding Issues (02-APPC-11-20)
List of questions raised (updated 02-APPC-12-24 updated) and Discussion document, January 2003
(02-APPC-12-24b)

Vice-Principal Crago presented the recommendations contained and questions raised in the discussion
document dated January 2003 (022-APPC-12-24b).  The need for a catch-up period of time and the need for
access to additional funds from McGill’s operating budget explain the proposed five-year phase-in period
for implementation of guaranteed funding procedures.  The first question was as to whether there should be
one date for the whole University or variation across faculties and units.  The document proposes that
graduate student funding should be guaranteed to the end of Ph.D. 4, in order to encourage timely
completion (it was suggested that “whenever possible” should be deleted).   It also proposes that the
number of graduate students passing through McGill should be increased by decreasing time-to-degree-
completion.  Though it is clear that additional money should be allocated, criteria and procedures are still
being determined.   The proposed procedure would involve a two-tier allocation, centrally to faculties, and
by faculties to units.  A change of behaviour would be required.  Availability of funds according to
discipline would be taken into account but areas for which more funding is currently received would keep
receiving proportionally more money.  Quality factors would be taken into consideration (the word “must”
on the third line of item 8 should be changed).  That list could be increased.  The final formula should be
arrived at by proper decision-making and APPC was invited to discuss the concepts of the proposal.

In the discussion it was noted that NSERC funding was available in different forms and it was suggested
that those different pools and three-year or five-year windows might be considered.  Limiting the funds to
monies used for stipends was also suggested.  Presenting all the details of the proposed allocations for
discussion was strongly recommended.  A distinction should also be made between “graduate students”
which includes master’s students, and doctoral students.  The need for the University community to be
presented with different scenarios was mentioned and it was noted that simulations were indeed being
developed.   It was suggested that special attention should be paid to international students, whose
numbers have been decreasing.   One argument that has been put forward is that the University could not
afford them because it has to pay the tuition fee differential.  There was concern about the University’s
motives and about the expected effects of the proposed graduate student funding.   It was argued that given
the limited funds available, McGill had been losing good students to other universities which could offer
better financial support; there is a perception that the quality of graduate students may be less than desired
because of insufficient support, and the quality of research is tied to the quality of the University’s graduate
students.  The University of Toronto has placed operating funds into graduate student support and the
competition for the best students is tight.  Although no study seems to have been conducted on the
correlation between financial support and time-to-degree-completion, there have been observations that
students who hold a job take more time to complete their program, and students in scientific fields where
funding is more readily available tend to complete their degrees in a more timely manner.  It was also
noted that while differential tuition fees favour McGill with good undergraduate students from the United
States, there is no similar advantage for graduate students whose tuition fees are usually covered at
American institutions.  

In the discussion it was also made clear that central awards should not disadvantage departments which are
successful in raising financial support for graduate students; centrally allocated funding however will help
improve the attractiveness of the University in disciplines that have lower research grant possibilities.   It
was suggested that it would be wrong to focus solely on doctoral students, given that disregarding master’s
students may have negative consequences in areas where the research master’s is the normal route to the
Ph.D.  A distinction should be made among the different kinds of master’s programs (professional vs
research programs) and funding students from the beginning of their master’s program may be advisable.   
Funding bonuses for good graduation rates rather than admission rates was also suggested.  It was noted
however that the proposed policy was pursuing two different goals: more competitive recruitment on the
one hand and better graduation and time-to-completion rates on the other.  It was suggested that the
recruitment angle should be split from the performance issue if the same means were not applicable to both
goals.   A budget and a strategy for promoting the best about McGill in order to attract bright students was
also suggested.  It was noted however that financial support still played a key-role in most students’
decision to come or not to come to McGill.  The discussion will be continued at the next meeting.
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c) from meeting on December 5, 2002
 Checklist for Field Study Semesters, W. Hendershot, Dec 12, 2002 (02-APPC-01-32)

It was stated that the proposed checklist should assist in the preparation and evaluation of Field Study
Semester proposals as it covers many questions that should be addressed.   (Note: Directors of currently
offered or proposed Field Study Semesters were invited to submit comments and suggestions.  In light of
further comments received after the meeting, the proposed checklist has been referred back to the SCTP.)

08.05 Subcommittee on Courses and Teaching Programs – meeting of November 28 and meeting of
December 12, 2002 (02-APPC-01-30)

A new course in the Faculty of Engineering was added to the list presented in the report from SCTP as
having been approved by SCTP in the name of Senate: URBP 506 Envrnmntl Policy and Planning (3 cr.)

 With this addition, the SCTP report was received.  No new program required approval by APPC.

08.06 SCTP membership change (02-APPC-01-31)

APPC approved the appointment of Professor Luc Chouinard, Faculty of Engineering, to the
Subcommittee on Courses and Teaching Programs, replacing Professor Joan Russell, Faculty of Education.

08.07 Committee on Student Affairs (CSA) motion
- Recommendation from the Academic Integrity Subcommittee of CSA

for statement on all course outlines intended to foster academic integrity (02-APPC-01-33)

Associate Dean Morton Mendelson, Chair of the Academic Integrity Subcommittee of the Senate
Committee on Student Affairs, joined the meeting and presented the motion.   Ample research has shown
that it is useful to communicate to students the University’s concern about and responsibility for
preserving academic integrity, and that the degree to which students and staff are involved in conversations
about academic integrity much affects the degree to which they carry out their responsibility in maintaining
it.  It is not sufficient to launch a publicity campaign to promote academic integrity.  To keep on
reminding students about academic integrity and discussing it with them in class is thought to be the most
efficient and beneficial way to develop good ethical habits.  While all incoming students are exposed to the
subject in their “Discover McGill” day, among many other things, the Academic Integrity Subcommittee
thought that the only way to help ensure that students hear about academic integrity was to require that a
reminder be printed on every course outline; such a statement would foster more discussion between
professors and students and would help ensure that students are aware, thus undermining the argument that
“ I did not know that plagiarism was not allowed”.  The indented statement under the first resolution refers
to the website which students are encouraged to consult, and the second resolution satisfies legal concerns.

In the discussion, the wording of the first resolution, “… all students must understand…” was questioned.
It was argued that this is a requirement: it is assumed that students will understand that it is their
obligation and responsibility to understand; ignorance cannot be an excuse for a breach and students will
have to assume the consequences of failing to understand.   The statement can be simply pasted onto the
course outline and it is expected that a brief discussion of it with students will not be too onerous or
demanding a step.  It should be normal for instructors to explain what plagiarism is about and to advise
students on proper referencing of material, although it was thought that to make this an obligation might
raise questions.  In response to the reservation that after a while students might cease to pay attention, it
was argued that written statements on assignment or course outlines are useful and beneficial for pursuing
disciplinary cases.  It was further noted that students on the Subcommittee (which included four students
and four academic staff members) were very enthusiastic about the proposal as it was recognized that
students at McGill were not well informed about academic integrity; rather than stressing the punitive
aspects, students should be encouraged to feel involved in an ideal to be upheld.  Associate Dean
Mendelsson mentioned that he had included the statement on the section of his course outlines dealing
with evaluation and had focused on the positive aspect of the subject when talking about it in class.  While
the statement does not explicitly recommend that instructors talk to their students about the matter,
inclusion of the statement encourages that conversation between students and faculty.  On the other hand, a
motion that professors simply be encouraged to talk about academic integrity to their students would not
be sufficient; it would not require the same action on the part of APPC and Senate and would not be
helpful in legal cases.  It was mentioned that students could also be referred to the turnitin.com website.
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Overall it was agreed that the University should do all it can to encourage discussion on academic
integrity.

The following motion was therefore approved for submission to Senate:
Whereas, McGill University values academic integrity;
Whereas, every term, there are new students who register for the first time at McGill and
who need to be informed about academic integrity;
Whereas, it is beneficial to remind returning students about academic integrity;
Be it resolved that instructors include the following statement on all course outlines:

McGill University values academic integrity.  Therefore, all students must
understand the meaning and consequences of cheating, plagiarism and other
academic offences under the Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures
(see www.mcgill.ca/integrity for more information).

Be it further resolved that failure by an instructor to include a statement about academic
integrity on a course outline shall not constitute an excuse by a student for violating the
Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures.

08.08 Broad questions
Comité de suivi des programmes
- CSP background information and calendar (02-APPC-12-25)
- CSP recommendations - Physics, Mathematics, Computer Science Programs (02-APPC-12-26)
- CSP recommendations - Literary Studies, Modern Languages and Literature,
and Ancient Studies (02-APPC-01-34)

It was explained that whereas the Commission des universités sur les programmes (CUP) exercise was
imposed on the universities by the Ministry of Education, the Comité de suivi des programmes (CSP) was
the universities’ (CREPUQ’s) own follow-up initiative as a tactically preferable option to a MEQ-imposed
follow-up.  This reincarnation of CUP is managed by CREPUQ and reports to the Committee of Vice-
Rectors Academic Affairs (VRAA), currently chaired by McGill’s Provost Luc Vinet. Work has been
organized according to the schedule circulated (Calendrier des travaux 02-APPC-12-25).  There is one
central committee (made up of retired professors for more arms-length discussion) and a different
committee for each of the 23 disciplinary sectors.  The small committees meet twice to discuss and
consider a report of what has happened, written by the lead person.  It is based on centrally gathered data
provided by the universities involved and on the information provided by university representatives on the
committees.  Some of the committees cover a range of disciplines which it is difficult for one university
representative to cover; and some recommendations pertain to McGill and others less so.  The reports are
being translated as they are received and will be circulated to APPC so that the Committee may be well
informed of the work of the CSP and may suggest improvements where necessary.   The recommendations
in italics are those formulated by the CUP while the texts in bold constitute the CSP’s response.    

In the discussion, an inaccuracy in the report on “Literary Studies, Modern Languages and Literatures, and
Ancient Studies” (02-APPC-01-34) was noted with respect to East Asian studies.  The statement that
“McGill University proposed a Ph.D. program to the Commission d’évaluation des projets de programmes
(CEP), but it is not a joint program” is misleading and premature.  McGill University is still developing
its proposal for master’s and Ph.D. programs and pursuing discussions with the Université de Montréal.  It
was agreed that the CSP reports should be carefully read so that all necessary corrections and
amendments should be submitted (Note: they will also be circulated to the relevant Deans for
information and comment/corrections).   Regarding inter-university collaboration at the graduate teaching
level, it was noted that not all such ventures have been without difficulties.  Such programs in Quebec may
require that incoming students should be bilingual (English/French), which may disadvantage international
students, and they may also be costly to manage; travel funds may not necessarily be available.  More
flexible mechanisms allowing unilingual and multilingual students access to a richer selection of courses
and a richer program are also available.  The discussion will be continued at the next meeting.

07.09 Other business

None.

The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.


